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How can you describe a sunny day? - Yahoo …
answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20100510051931AA1C2ip
Resolved · Last updated: May 10, 2010 · 4 posts · First post: May 10, 2010
May 10, 2010 · Best Answer: The general lack of clouds is a good place to start but a
sunny, hot and humid day is no fun. ... You can describe a sunny day by talking ...

How to describe a sunny day? - Yahoo! …
answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20101103144445AA2cAcf
Nov 03, 2010 · Describe a sunny day,not hot,but sunny.Its for a story. Home; Mail;
News; Sports; Finance; Weather; Games; Groups; Answers; Screen; Flickr; Mobile;

sunny - Definition from Longman English Dictionary Online
www.ldoceonline.com/dictionary/sunny
a warm sunny day. a sunny ... weather good weather: sunny / fine used to describe
weather or a day when there is a lot of sunshine nice / lovely/glorious very ...

What are Words to describe hot weather - Answers.com
wiki.answers.com › … › Meteorology and Weather
Words describing sunny weather? Bright, clear, clement, ... What are some words that
describe hot chocolate? soothing, relaxing, warm, ... tropical day/temperature

Words describing sunny weather - Answers.com
wiki.answers.com › … › Meteorology and Weather
Apr 21, 2009 · Words describing sunny weather? Asked on 04/21/09 by Anonymous. In:
... What is difference between ribbed slab in terms of reinforcement? In: ...

Original writing - It was a hot sunny day in late August.....
www.markedbyteachers.com/...it-was-a-hot-sunny-day-in-late-august.html
Original writing coursework It was a hot sunny day in late August in the north of London.
... Describe a person you admire.

How do you discribe a hot day with lots of …
uk.answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20100524104045AA3gAeT
How do you discribe a hot day with lots of ... i know this is lazy but how do you
describe a hot sunny kinda day. i have to write two pages in like one hour plzz ...

How can i describe a bright sunny day? - …
uk.answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20110319141504AAHWrlE
im writing a story and im not sure how to describe a sunny day without sounding
childish or not very intresting. Yahoo UK & Ireland Answers ...

Sunny Day Essay - Example Essays
www.exampleessays.com/viewpaper/80332.html
Has a bright sunny day ever made you feel happy? .... It is a known fact that the
majority of people would prefer a sunny day rather than a gray, rainy day. ....

Sunny Synonyms, Sunny Antonyms | Thesaurus.com
thesaurus.com/browse/sunny
Such devices can produce a lot of electricity on a bright sunny day. ... On sunny days,
the salt melted and absorbed heat, cooling the air in hot weather.
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